
KLIPHANGER BARS FOR CROSS COUNTRY TOUR

KlipHanger Bars
Instruction Sheet

INCLUDED IN BOX: 
Always refer to model appropriate service 
manual for procedures and torque 
specifications

NOTE: QUESTIONS?

CALL: (605) 996.3700

info@getklocked.com
EMAIL:

Klock Werks recommends a Barnett 6+ clutch cable for proper installation.  
Wire length suggestions are listed in the control assembly sections.

1. Disconnect negative battery cable

2. Remove outer fairing

3. Remove inner fairing assembly

4. Completely remove clutch cable

5. Remove handlebar controls (Heated grips, switch housings, master cylinder, throttle 
cables and radio and cruise controls)

6. Carefully remove handlebars from riser clamps

ASSEMBLE HANDLEBARS 
1. Place handlebar components on a soft cloth or holding fixture for assembly.

2. Be sure that the slots in the U handlebar face the front of the motorcycle to align with the 
slots in the knuckles and stub bars

 Note: Test fit the knuckles to choose your stub bar angle. If the small bore is angled up, 
the final wrist position will be straighter than if they are angled down. The small bore 
fasteners must be down when assembled. (Fig. 1)

3. Install the knuckles on the U handlebar until flush on the top. The small knuckle bore will 
be in front of the bar. Then snug, but do not torque, those three fasteners on each side.

4. Slide stub bars, the bars the grips go on, into the small bore with the slot for the switch 
housing wiring on the bottom. Then torque those three fasteners on each side to 140-155 
in-lbs.

 Note: During the internal wiring process, make sure to line up all three holes in the 
handlebar, the knuckles and the stub bars to ease wire installation

LEFT SIDE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
1. Remove the small zip tie and metal clip retaining the wires in the bottom of the switch 

housing (Fig. 2)
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2. Wire lengthening is necessary: Disassemble connectors and lengthen clutch switch wires 
18”. Lengthen all other wires 12” 

 Caution: Solder and heat shrink MUST be used to reduce the risk of a short. Any other 
method is not advised

 Note: It is advised to remove stock wire conduit and replace with a sturdy heat shrink to ease 
wire installation

3. Slide radio control plate onto the stub bar first and use tape to hold it away from wiring hole

4. Run all of the wires for this side through the stub bar and out of the top hole of the handlebar

5. When the wires are pulled through, make sure the routing for the heated grips, clutch switch 
and radio control go behind the radio control plate as shown in. Tighten control hardware 
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4)

6. Now run the wiring down through the handlebar and out of the slot in the bottom of the bar 

7. Reassemble electrical connectors

8. Install your new 6+ clutch cable

RIGHT SIDE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
1. Remove zip tie and metal clip from the bottom of the switch housing (Fig. 5)

2. Wire lengthening is necessary: Disassemble connectors and lengthen brake light switch 
wires 18”. Lengthen all other wires 12”

 Caution: Solder and heat shrink MUST be used to reduce the risk of a short. Any other 
method is not advised

 Note: It is advised to remove stock wire conduit and replace with a sturdy heat shrink to ease 
wire installation

3. Slide cruise control mount plate onto the stub bar first and use tape to hold it away from 
wiring hole

4. Reassemble the throttle cables and grip into the lower switch housing

5. The cruise control and heated grip wiring will have to be routed between the throttle cables 
and then into the handlebar with the wiring from the switch housing (Fig. 6)

 Note: When finalizing wiring and torqueing control hardware, ensure that the heated grip 
harness has enough slack to allow full throttle rotation

6. The front brake switch wires will be looped out of the lower switch housing (Fig. 7)

7. Slide the switch housing and grip onto the stub bar while feeding all of the wires through the 
stub bar and out of the top hole in the handlebar

8. When the wires are pulled through, make sure the routing for the control wires go behind the 
cruise control plate. Tighten control hardware (Fig. 8)

9. Now run the wiring down through the handlebar and out of the slot in the bottom of the bar

10. Reassemble electrical connectors

11.  The knuckles on these handlebars are made to allow maximum adjustment for your wrist 
angle. Set your wrist angle and torque the large bore fasteners to 140-155 in-lbs.

 Note: See appropriate service manual for torque specs and procedures for assembling 
handlebar components and fasteners.

12.  Install in reverse order making sure placement of handlebar does not interfere with rider 
handling, windshield, control cables or ability to see safely into rear view mirrors.

 Caution: Check handlebars at left and right lock to ensure enough cable and wire length  
is present.

13. Install handlebar plugs: Use provided silicone to secure plugs in handlebar ends. 0601-VIC
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